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Violations Bring
Probation for Frats
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Theta Chi mpi Sh;rna Alphi
Epsilon Fraterniries were placed ;
on probation today for the balancei
of the academie t’Hr by the Inter.
Fraternity Council after a hearmg involving ƒ haat ions it- the
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Celebration
’Best Ever

San Jose State’s .Centenniai
Homecoming lived up to its expectations of being the biggest and
sHt in Sparta history Saturday,
with a successful parade and a
record turnout of alumni at the
reunion dance.
Several thousand spectators
lined First street Saturday for the
Centennial Homecoming parade,
featuring 18 floats adhering to "A
Century of Spartan Sports" theme.

The Atomic Energy Commission’s Radiation Laboratory will
be on campus Thursday, Nov. 8,
to interview earalidates for degrees in engineering, industrial
arts, chemistry and physics. Nine
other organizations will conduct
senior interviews during the week,
seeking prospects for employment
in a variety of fields.
The energy commission’s representatives will speak with seniors
from 9:20 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The
lab, a branch of the University of
California, is located in Liver-

Winning organizations receiving their awards during half-time
of the Homecoming game Saturday night were:
Independent organizations
First, Independent
using
Boarding Houses; second, Alpha
Phi Omega; third, Phi Mu Alpha.
GreeksFirst, Theta Xi and
Alpha Omicron PI; sevond, Delta Sigma Phi and Gamma Phi
Beta; third, Phi Sigma Kappa
and Chi Omega.

Many weeks of preparation by
the Homecoming Committee, Rally Committee and the Alumni
Association Just to mention a few,
officially ended at 2 o’clock yesterday morning when former Spartans left the Santa Clara County
Fair Ground’s Exposition Hall. A
record crowd of 500 alumni attended the after-game reunion
dance, which featured the music
of the Billy White Combo.
According to Homecoming Committee members, the success of the
many activities and events in connection with Homecoming was
gratifying. Committee members
felt that the queen contest was
hampered by the small turnout
cif student voters for the semifinalist’s election, bid the fashion
show, Coronation Ball and parade
were the "best yet."

Bones Show
Right Stance
"Dem
Bones Gonna Stand
Alone" to illustrate correct posture to seventh grade students in
the exhibit arranged by Jerry
Anne Rotha, senior home economics major.
A simplified skeleton shows the
position of the bones when stance
is erect. Outline figures illustrate good and poor posture
while sitting and standing. The
color scheme is red and white
with black accents.
The display is in the upstairs
hall of the Home Economics
Building.

ACCEPTING TROPHIESDonna Sibbaid, temporary president of
the Independent housing association, holds the trophies won by the
Independents for their entries in the Centennial Homecoming parade.
Winners were
independent housing association, first; Alpha Phi
Omega, second; and Phi Mu Alpha, third. Trophies were awarded by
Homecoming Committee chairman Jerry McCarthy during half-time
ceremonies.
---Photo by Blaisdell.
--

Practice Proceeds;
Progress Pleases Producer
Revelries

"Red Tape," San Jose State’s
1956 edition of Revelries, enters
tile fourth week of rehearsals. Bob
Montilla, producer-director of the
show, is pleased with progress
made with the east
Montilla has appointed Shirley
Bennett as assistant director. The
cast works in the Morris Dailey
Auditorium from 330 until 530

p.m. Monday through Thursday.
Members of the chorus work
in the evenings starting at 7:30
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The singers and daneers from the
chorus have worked separately
for the past few weeks, but tonight Montilla will bring the two
groups together. The chorus will
work on the opening number,
Montilla said.

’Shadow and Substance’
Next Drama Production

"Shadow and Substance", written by Paul Vincent Carroll and
directed by Dr. James Clancy.
professor of drama, will be the
second presentation of the Speech
and Drama Department this semester, according to the department.

The play, which will open Nov.
30, is a modern drama concerning the religious faith of a young
girl and its effect on others in
the a ma 1 1 peasant community

where she lives. Elizabeth Keller
will play Brigid, a simple serving
girl who has a firm and unquestioning belief in God and St. Brigid, on whose anniversary she was
born.
Classical-minded and coldly
Intellectual, T h e Very Rev.
Thome; Skerritt is the Catholic cannon. played by Ivan Paulsen. Through the faith and sacrifices of Brigid, the canon finally gains more love and understanding of his parishioners.
Others

i n the cast are:

Ed

NO. 29

lir. Milton Silverman, science
editor of the San Francisco Chronicle, will be the second lecturer
in a series of lectures and symposia sponsored by various academic divisions of SJS in observance of the Centennial celebration.

code and college soregulations. according to
President Jan Lacy.
Commenting on the action. Lary
AlltI4

said. -Penalties may appear to
Is’ soniewhat harsh, but rushing
viii!.itions hurt the very heart of
i our flaw oily system. Unfair adI vantages

over the other houses

hart every fraternity on campus."
SAF: was charged with holding
a combined social-rushing function on a date other than the
mandatory one assigned . to them
by the IF(’ received the following
penalties besides probation:
During the next formal rushing period the fraternity will not
be permitted to hold any social
function, either as a combined
social-rushing function or as it
strictly social function.

Also, SAE must present to the
"The Next Ten Years in SciIF(’ a complete plan of its rushence" will be DrSliverrnan’s subing activities for the next formai
iect when he speaks in Concert
rushing period by Jan. 15.
Hall at 8 p.m. Thursday. He it
ThetaChi is charged with viobeing sponsored by the Natural
lations of both IFC rulings and
Science Division.
college social regulations. FollowDr. Silverman, who claims he
ing a rushing function in October,
has the most exciting job in the
the fraternity invited members of
world--c uvering scientific rea sorority to come to the house
more.
search, is a native of San Franfor an informal get together and
One of the first local organ- cisco. Ile received his M.A. dedance.
isation branches to interview
gree from the University of CaliAt least a dozen rushers reseniors this semester, the Burfornia and a Ph.D. degree in bio
portedly were still present at the
roughs Corporation, which has chemistry from Stanford. Besides
fraternity house when the sororioffices In San Just’ and Redwood research work on such diverse
ty members were there, and since
City,
%ill Interview Monday
subjects as synthetic sugars, anno 11 Eclat college amnia al had
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:50 pan. The esthetics, petroleum derivatives.
been secured for the function, the
corporation %till he interested in
industrial poisons and war gases,
court took the following aetion:
business administration, ache acted as research associate at
Theta Chi is suspended from
counting, and marketing MaUniversity of California Medical
participntling in all activities for
li,
Jon%
School.
which an award is made. This inBusiness administration a n d
A trained reporter as well as a
cludes Inter-Fraternity Council
liberal arts majors also will be in- trained scientist, Dr. Silverman
activities and other college comterviewed Monday from 9:30 a.m. began his newspaper work in 1928
petitive activitieli.
to 4:30 p.m. by UARCO Inc., of as a sports writer. As a science
The ruling did not include the
San Francisco.
reporter, he has covered some of
Inter-Fraternity Council Formal,
The Army Audit Agency of the major dieoveries and develop.
Greek Week activities and the
the Department of Defense, lo- isents of recent years, such as
Achievement Dinner. However, in
cated In San Francisco, will
addition to the suspension, Theta
the atom-smashing cyclotron, penseek prospective auditor train- icillin and the sulfa drugs, radar
Chi will be limited to one social
ees during 9:30 a.m. to 4:31) p.m.
function per month for the rest
and the discovery of the world’s
Interviews
to be conduct,d
of the school year.
greatest earthquake faults.
Tuesday. To be eligible for the
Lacy emphasized the fact that
His science reporting has not
trainee program, a student must
all the houses knew about the
been confined to newspapers, howhave completed 24 units In acrushing regulations. He pointed out
ever, for he has written numerous
counting subjects.
that before the rushing period bearticles for magazines and now is
Albert C. Beeson. representing
gan all of the fraternities had atone of the Saturday Evening
the San Jose branch of Pure"; and
tended a meeting to began* faPost’s most frequent contributors
Dudley Dean
, will interview
rttifiar with riediing ptiaaaires.
of scientific articles.
senior chemists, and chemical, inAll members understood their redustrial, mechanical and electricsponsibility to the IFC, he said.
al engineers from 9:30 to 12
"When we have these types of
Several well-known personalio’clock tomorrow morning.
ties in the music field will be in violations it seems that the indiSan Jose for appearances during vidual fraternities are trying to
become bigger than the IFC itthe current Concert Series.
Proposition a ... Vote Yes.
Opening tonight, the series will self. The court’s ruling had to
This is the EMI million genMembers of the San Jose State eral obligation
be stiff," he said.
bond issue. It is feature Mantovani and His New
Student Council will journey to
Delta Sigma Phi also was resought by the state to pay a Music.
Stockton tonight where they will portion of the $448 million total
Other season performances will ported for possible violation of
be guests of the College of Paregulations. A rushee listed the
estimated as minimum state Include the De Paur Opera Gala,
cific Student Council.
building needs for the nest five to present excerpts from various Delta Sig house as his local adA banquet between the two
dress on the rushing list. IFC
years. If it passes, San J... plays Feb. 9; the Canadian Playcouncils will highlight the even- State will receive 629,366,837.
ers from the Stratford Shake- regulations do not permit a rushee
ing.
spearean Festival of Canada, to to live in a fraternity house during
give "Othello" Mar. 1; the Chi- or immediately preceding a formal
cago Opera Ballet, to perform rushing period.
Mar. 9; Artur Rubinstein Mar.
After investigation, the court
23 and Blanche Thebom, Metro- concluded that the rushee in quespolitan Opera star, April 9.
tion had moved out of the fraterInformation concerning season nity house prior to the beginning
(Compiled by United Press)
The past week’s good and bad Anthony Eden and French Pre- tickets may be obtained at the of the formal rushing period. The
Civic Auditorium beta een 10 a.m. charges against Delta Sigma Phi
news on the International balance mier Guy Mollet.
were di/missed.
Washington suspected Britain. and 5 p.m. daily.
sheet:
An Israeli invasion of Egypt France anti Israel of plotting the
developed swiftly, dramatically whole business to give an excuse
CYPRUS
and confusedly into the most ger- for the occupation of the Canal
lous international dispute since Zone.
Thus the dispute found the
the Communist invasion of South
United States and Soviet Russia
Korea in 1950.
lined up against Britain and
Great Britain and France, without consulting the United States, France, America’s two great alpresented a 12-hour ultimatum to lies. Its long-range effect on the
Israeli and Egyptian forces to world situation was incalculable.
MMTERRANEAN SEA
withdraw from the Suez Canal REVOLT INTENSIFIES
The surge of revolt in Eastern
Zone. They announced that, unless
the ultimatum was accepted, they Europe against Russian domination intensified.
would occupy the waterway.
*OA
Si) insistent was the movement
Egypt rejected the ultimatum.
that the Soviet Russian governBritish and French Air Forces
was willing to
opened a bombing attack against ment announced it
tit AS
Egyptian air bases. The Israeli- consider withdrawing its troops
and RoEgyptian fighting became a side from Poland, Hungary
i/Sstt
market and to review its economic
show.
relations with all the East EurCoa41.
broke
off
diplomatic
reEgypt
opean countries.
II 5.510
lations with Britain and France.
The rebels in Hungary wan a
JORDAN
The United States had taken historic victory. Their country,
the situation to the United Nalike Poland, freed itself from Mostions Security Council as soon as
cow rule.
It learned of the Israeli invasion.
Cardinal Mindzenty, Roman
When the Security Council met. Catholic Primate of Hungary, was
Britain and France vetoed United
Ft
freed feom prison and escorted in
Sufi
States and Soil Russian resolu- triumph into Budapest.
4
tions calling tot a cease fire.
Hungarian "Titoiat" Premier
1,4j MA
; 41
The Security Council, executive Imre Nagy took over the post of
Sat K NAM rIPO4. NA
committee of the U.N., then called foreign minister to negotiate the
,
SINAI
the full General Assembly. In complete withdrawal of Russian
PENINSULA
which all 76 member nations are troops.
SAUDI A AMA
represented, into its first emerThe East German Communists
gency meeting since the Korean got the jitters. They announced
invasion.
they would crush any Titoist
The United States and Russia movement by force.
voted for the meeting against the
But university students. openly
opposition of Britain and France. rebellious, demanded the freeing
President Eisenhower had tried of educational institutions froM
vainly to stop Britain and France Communist control. They threat,
from carrying out their attack on ened to hold street demonstra- BATTLE SCP.NE.--Israll forces (arrows) strike by land across
Egypt. He and Secretary of State tions. The revolts in both Poland the ’Sinai Illesert towirrit the threrVirtnd-Int-UnttritattatiorICIITCMIRI

Mantovani Opens
Concert Series

Spartan Daily
Recommends

Council To Dine

Mideast Situation Confused;
East Europe Revolt Intensifies

Holmes as Dermot Francis 0’
F Ii ngsi ey; Ruth McCormick,
Thomasina Concannon; Richard
Geer, Father Corr; James Givens,
Father Kirwan; Shirley Ahern,
Miss Katy Cooney; Toni Prather, Francis Ignatius O’Connor;
MONDAY, NOV. a
Water polo, Spartan varsity vs. San Francisco State, there, 4 p.m. Craig Thush, Martin Mullahone;
and Barbara Ruhie, Rosey Violet.
TUESDAY, NOV. 6
Water polo, Spartan freshmen vs. James Lick High School, there.
Liz was Margaret in "Much
3:30 p.m.
Ado" and Margot in "Dial ’M’ for
WF:DNESDAY, NOV. ’I
Murder." Ed was Rosencrantz in
Rally Committee, COP exchange rally. Morris Dailey Auditorium. "Hamlet" and was with the
7:30 p m.
Queen’s Players in San Francis(’n-Bee. recreation, Women’s Gym, 7:30-10 p.m.
co. Ruth Played Magdalena in
’ Water polo. Spartan varsity vs. Athens AC, here. 8 p.m.
"1101.1ge of Bernarda Alba."
Alpha Chi Epsilon. meeting, Room 24, 7 p.m.
Richard was Antonio in
THURSDAY, NOV. 8
"Much Ado" and played In many
Lecture, "The Next 10 Years in Science", Music Building concert roles at liVillamette University.
hall. R p m.
James was active in drama at
California Student Teachers Association. lecture, E 11e, 8 p.m. Nort
’stern
University and
School,
there,
Water polo. Spartan freshmen vs Santa Clara High
participated In U$10 musicals in
3 p.m.
Chicago and Panama. It an’s
Public Relations Committee, mot ie "A View From the Tower". portrayals Include the
inquisiRoom 55, 3:30 p.m.
tor in "Man of Ashes", Tony
Sociology Club, field trip. 7 p.m.
In "Dia! ’M’" and Claudio in
FRIDAY, NOV. 0
"Much Ada".
college
theater,
8
p.m
faculty.
staged
reading.
Speech and Drama
Shirley was the fortune-teller
:30
p.m.
Student 1’, social, Student Y, 7
in "Skin of Our Teeth," Aralia in
Epsilon Pi Tau, initiation, Chapel, 4 p m.
"Madwoman of Chaillot" and ZenPI Omega Pi. coffee hour. Room 133. 2-4 p.m.
Main "He Who Gets Slapped."
%Valtnn Hall, dance, Neaman Hall.
In addition. she played at BakersSki Chlb, skating party, Berkeley Iceland, 6:30-11 p m.
field J.C. and receivtel the 1955Pal (’hi. initiation dinner, Menlo Park, 7:30 p.m.
56 SJS award for Best Radio AcSATURDAY, NOV. 10
Speech and Minna faculty, staged reading. college theater. 8 pm tress.
Craig was Don John in "Much
Football. San Jose State vs. COP, Stockton, 8 p.m.
International Students Organization, trip to Carmel. 8 a.m.- Ado," Bernardo in "Hamlet," the
Irishman in "Merchant of Yonkti m.
ers" and played in "Blind Alley"
Soccer, Spartan varsity vs. Stanford. there, 10 a.m.
wi,th San Jose Mims’ Lab. Tom
Water polo. Spartan varsity vs. COP. there, 3:30 p.m.
was the Third Watch in "Much
SUNDAY. NOV. II
Ado," and Barbara also played at John Foster Dulles were openly and Hungary started with similar
., .5 p.m.
Tau Delta Phi. Initiation, on campus
Willamette University.
Charming Ciub, meeting, 160 N. Third St.
angry at British Prime Minister j student demands.

DATEBOOK

FRESHMAN CLASe4
Fresh Class committee chairmen will make provress reports
at the Freshman Class meeting
to be held today in the little
Theater at 3.30 pm.
Refreshments will he served according to Flash Proxy Connie
Kersey, A community sing of San
Jose songs will cap the day’s
agenda.
Kersey was hoping for a larger
turnout of Fresh at the meeting.
At semester’s start, more than 200
yearlings were attending. hut now
that number has dWindled to half
the original group
siOPHOMORE CLASS
Sophomore (lass members will
meet today at 330 p m. in Room
53 to complete plans for an aftergame dance to -be held after the
Cal Poly-Spartan game Nov. 17
A rummage sale committee will
be formed, Bruce Carder, president, announced. The class members will decide whether to hold
a car-wash or to postpone it until
next semester.
JUNIOR CLASS
The Junior Class will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in Room 24 to
discuss plans for the Junior Prom.
according to Chuck Rigdon, Junior Class president.
Also to be discussed is the Junior sponsored after-game dance
which was held Friday night in
the Women’s Gym.
SENIOR CLASS
Members of the Senior Class
will convene today at 3:30 p.m. to
continue discussions on activities
for senior Week, Tom Bonetti,
class president, announced.
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et arnate American nationals front the port city of Haifa. Air battles
oter major eines and the battle area reportedly hate destroyed the

Egsptian airforre.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by

Dick

Bibler
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"So You’re Going To Be an work with students in counseling office only since January of 1951.
Alumnus". It the shoe fits, wear and other areas, and coordinate The Spartan group is the only
it, some would say, and if the Projects involving local businesses. state college group in California
foregoing query applies to you, a
A major overhaul of the Spar- that has been independently orbiochure so titled awaits you at tan Alumni Club will occur this ganized.
the Alumni Association Office or year. The Awsociation hopes to
Major contributions to t ho
the Student Affairs Business Of- Institute many neo chapter., Memorial Chapel were made by
fice.
mainly in California. (Inv such the Spartan Alumni Associat
The brochure, innovated this club, hosteser. le *scheduled to This was one of the first major
year, informs graduating seniora
be organized In Honolulu, II:m- projects of the organized alumni
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Alumni’s Brochure Tells of Projects,
Benefits and Plans of State Assn.

EDITORIAL

Vote Yes on Proposition 3

Tomorrow is the big day. We re going to make one last plug for
Proposition 3, the $200 million general obligation bond issue sought
by the state to pay a portion of the S448 million total estimated as
minimum state building needs for the next five years.
of the benefits they will receive
It looks now as if Proposition 3 will pass quite easily. No major
from the senior membsrship
opposition has been raised. The only debates we have heard have
obligation they approved at a
been on whether or not such a project should be financed by bonds or
recent meeting. according to
by the pay-as-you-go method of extra heavy taxation. The former is
Peg Major, Alumni Association
the more sensible.
Seeretary. The brochure also
Perhaps it seems we have been harping on this issue for sore
eplains past achiesments and
time, but we believe +here is good reason for it. San Jose State has
future plans of the Association.
much at stake. Eventually, over a five-year period, our college will
A similar pamphlet ssill be
receive more than $29 million. State’s more immediate share of the
mailed ill inactise alumni.
total wili be approximately $8 million.
The graduating senior is autoNeed for the construction program is very much in evidence. A
matically entitled to one year’s
tidal wave of students is bearing down on San Jose State. The birth
membership in the Alumni Associrate has soared. Between 1943 and 1950, births increased from
ation with membership payment
110,000 to more than 250,000 a year, filling elementary and high
of Ba. The fee is paid tvith diploma
schools with hundreds of thousands of young people moving irresistibly
! and activities fees prior to gradutoward the college. High school graduates are expected to increase 1
at ion.
from 96,600 in 1955 to 189,800 in 1965.
For every student in all the state colleges this fall there will be 1
ALUMNI 110USE FORSEEN
One of the wals of the associ2.5 by 1965. From 36.871 students in 1955-56, these schools will be
_HAVENT FEEN COMING TO CLA55 NIHY CAN’T ation as explaineein the brochure
called upon to serve 96.400 in 1966-67.
I at CXECIT fOR TP114 AS A CORREVOCENICS COUZell is an alumni house, a permanent
San Jose State is the oldest and largest of the California state
home for the Association staff ofcolleges. Attracted by the many opportunities for occupational training, students come here from every county in California.
fices and records. It would include rooms for receptions, meetEven by using the I:ving and bedrooms of what had been private
homes, and churches, apartment houses and the wooden and metal
ings, and parties of alumni.
war surplus barracks that could reasonably be squeezed on campus,
A bigger athletic stadium is
there have been more classes needed at certain hours of the day than
another major goal of the
HARMAN
NICHOLS
W.
rooms in which to hold them. These have had to be rescheduled to
sociation, and It is working toUnited Press Staff Corrrespondent
other hours.
’5 arils this end with Presidenj
It is to help San Jose State cope with this enormous demand on
.11iihn T. Wahhillist and the SparWASHINGTON --(CP I -I used eter will run down a
ifs services that Proposition 3 will be submitted to voters tomorrow. to think that the editors of the bunch of snovv, too.
tan Club, the pstmphlet relates.
Old Farmer’s Almanac spit on a
Also planned by the Association
The Almanac that ued to
finger, looked at the sky and told hang in Granny’s kitchen be- is an alumni placement service
us what the weather would be side the pump says there sill to place graduates in suitable
for the next year.
I),’ rain and sleet in January. and positions. Four year scholarships
But since I have been studying fluffy snow. Easterly aides in for superior students will be
the book for a number of years, I February
developed with funds from the
and vsinds in March.
have concluded that the foreBy JIM HUSHAW
membership fund in an effort to
April will be foggy and warmer attract
casting is pretty accurate.
the superior student to
Smokers who feel the urge steps at a time and by then your
year.
than
last
May
will
be
cool,
The Almanac is in it’s lfsilth
Washington Square. A general
while studying in the new addition scene may have moved out of year,
and
June
will
turn
cold
up
and
and being more accurate
"Sparta Fund" to provide expenses
; of the Library will have new sight.
than the political twills for that misty.
for things falling outside the algrounds to haunt.
For the more eil person. and long a time it a secret sthich
Cold rains will come down in a lotments of the state budget will
No longer will the Library Arch. I don’t know why my mind should the editors should hang onto.
lot of areas in July. and August also be instituted, according to ttie
7 above and below. be the main think of such things. a person Science, of course, is about to win turn hot and cool by turns.
publ ieat ion,
gathering spot for smokers. on- wanting to "take home a book investigate, but the plain facts
What I like most about the NEW POSITION CREATED
: less the smokers don’t like high for a few days" could do quite are that the Almanac is out todii
Old Almanac 14 the advertiseBig news during the Cenntenwell for himself with a helpmate. And I am in a position to tell ments. Something
places.
to cure the nial Year is the newly created
Just
drop
the
book
the
three
floors
roof
of
the
The new spot is the
you what is forthcoming, not by misery sunder the false teeth. position of field director for the
new Library wing. An area of 30 to the ground. or the waiting arms states but generally speaking.
A salty for aching muscles. and Alumni Association. Interviews
by 40 yards makes up the smokers of your partner and you’re set.
Around the holidays and week- seeds that are ure to get you are being conducted to select an
haven. and looks much like it
Only one flaw. the people in- ends a flock of storms will rite, better rutabaga and t atoes alumni representative to develop
could be used for a heliport, if side would notice the difference and the red line on the thermom- and turnips.
.
a state-vsidealumni club program,
such a necd is brought to the SJS betneen a hook and a bird flycampus.
ing by the Library windows. So
the plan looks pretty had. and
.
To reach this "lets en" for a
actually. no one would really g0
smoke. or a %leo of either &ionIn that much trouble to get a
- loon san Jose or the foothills or
"belly book."
a glimpse of the Sierra Nevada.
- take’s a little manposser. The
Next time you %sant to have
niain tairs from each floor of something new to look at and
tic nest aing oil! take any one want to get your mind off the
. to the scenic spot.
books. take a little hike up the
If you don’t like heights. then Library stairs and look at either

What Will Weather Be Like Next Month?
.Reporter Consults Almanac For Answer

Arch Custom Vanishes
As Smokers Hit Roof

all, this year.
group.
The Association office is located
The Alumni Association contributed a big "birthday piesent" In Building "N".
to the 828,000 Centennial Year
budget by raising 90 percent. of
Open at I P.M.
the total. The Association’s only
Dine
by candlelight at the
income is membership donations.
HOUSE
of PIZZA
MEMBERSHIP GROWTH
PHONE YOUR ORDER IN
In the past three years mem- 395 Almaden Ave. CV 7-9908
bership in the Association has
Near th Civic Auditorium
doubled, and, according to Miss
Major, a record membership increase is expected again this
WHAT’S YOUR HOBBY?
year.
Whotevci it r, we can
Also sponsored by the associflir,ƒ41 yOUr
ation are the Athletle Advisory
Commit tee alumni representative who votes at committip
meetings. Spring Alumni
HOBBY SHOP
and the Fall Alumni
293 S. FIRST STREET
Ing Reunion and Dance to be
Neit
^; 0 Cola
held Saturday.
OPEN
The Association was founded in
Mon. Thurs. - Fri.
9-9
1873, but has existed as a full
Tues.- Wed_ Saf.
9 6
time working force with its own

HUSTON’S

&Lea

Max &fru;

(Author of -Pa rt foot It’fly a an Chre h." 1, I

A GUIDE FOR TIIE UNMONEYED
R. L. Sigafoos was a keen, ambitious lad, and when he
finished high school he wished mightily to go on with his
education. It seemed, however, a forlorn hope. Crop
failures had brought his father to the brink of disaster.
(R. L.’s father raised date palms which, in North Dakota,
is a form of agriculture fraught with risk.) Nor could
R. L.’s mother help; she had grown torpid since the death
of Rudolph Valentino.
IL L. could go to college only if he worked his way
through. This was s prospect that dismayed him.

SAN JOSE STATE

don’t get too close to the rail,
, which is rather Iriw, but sturdy.
. In the evening the view of the
campus may not be too terrific,
but in the daylight hours it heats
standing on the corner by a mile.
except for one thing. It takes 42
seconds to reach ground from the
roof, and that is by going three

SENIORS and
GRADUATE
STUDENTS

the sun or the stars and relax
with some fresh air.

Ike Offers Aid
WASHINGTON, Nov. 2--(UP)
- President Eisenhower has offered Hungary $20 million worth

111

if American foodstuffs and medial supplie.

ENGINEERING
BUSINESS
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
LIBERAL ARTS

Spartan Daily
San Jose State College
as se,ond class matter
1934,
San Jose. Calif.,
o,1n t,n a,:t of Mardi 3, 1879.
1.1,,bor Califwaia Newspaper PubAssociation.
daily by the Associated
StAc-. of fan Jose Stee College,
escer’ ;aturday sad Sunday, during
the
---se year with one issue during os Criel examination period.
Subscr:orions sculpted only ea
remainde, -f -school year basis. In
fall sernes’er. $3; in Spring stiwnester,
$1.50.
Talikhone: CYpress 4-6414Editorial. Eo, 210; Advertising Dept.
Ect. 211.
Press of ti,e Glnbe Printing Co..
1445 ScAth Vitt St., San Jose. Calif.
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WILBUR JUST WOKE UP TO
THE FACT THAT HE S IN CLASS!

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAG(!
Don’t let that "drowsy feding" cramp your style in class
.. or when you’re -hitting
thc IvAiks". Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a few minutes,
you’ll he your normal best...
wide awake ... Aden! Yout
doctor will tell youNoDat
Awakeners are safe SS tolice
Keep a pack handy!
15 TABLETS, 31e
S Wets
II handy tin
11,96

.111111k.

Edits.
JOHN KEPLINGER
Mnagr
JACK ERICKSON
Day Editor
DON OSBORNE
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Engineers, technical and non-technical

Pacific Telephone . . . graduates to train for responsible engi-

raeriNftwiegosiii,7,-01

MAUER’S CAFETERIA
See and Buy What You Like
I Complete Dinners
We Specialize
OPEN
Just
7 DAYS A WEEK
In Homemode
1.00 to 1.50
I I 00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Desserts

L._

with the Bell System

sssss

you it
175 SOUTH FIRST

An invitation to talk over your future
NOVEMBER 7 & 8

ACROSS FROM KRESS

neering and administrative positions in
the telephone industry on the l’acific
Coast.

Engineering and business administration
graduates to work on the manufacture.
distribution and installation of telephoneequipment on t)le l’aciAc Coast,
and for field engineering on special
electronic devices.

PLEASE SIGN Up IN ADVANCE AT:

PLACEMENT OFFICE

i,-.’4111,1471...

Racked with misgivings. R. L. paced the streets, pondering his dilemma. One day, walking and brooding. he
came upon a park bench and sat down and lit a Philip
Morris. (There is no occasion, happy or sad, pensive or
exuberant, when Philip Morris is not entirely welcome,
as you will discover when you go to your favorite tobacco
counter and buy some.)
R. L. was suddenly interrupted by a small, quavering
voice which said, "My boy, you are troubled. Can I help?"
Seated beside R. L. was a tiny, gnarled man with
wispy, snow-white hair. His skin was almost transparent,
showing a delicate tracery of fragile bones beneath. His
back was bent, and his hands trembled. "Do you think,
sir," said R. L.. "that a boy can work his way through
collcse and still enjoy a rich, full campus life?"
"Why, bless you, son," replied the stranger with a
rheumy chuckle. "of course. In fact, I did it myself."
"Was it very hard?" asked R. L.
"Yes, it was hard." the stranger admitted. "But when
one is young, all things are possible. I, for example, used
to get up at five o’..lock every morning to stoke the
furnace at the SAE house. At six I had to milk the ewes
at the school of animal husbandry. At seven I gave a
fencing lesson to the Dean of Women. At eight I had a
class in early Runic poets. At nine I gave haircuts at the
Gamma Phi Beta house. At ten I had differential calculus. At eleven I posed for a life class. At twelve I
watered soup at the Union. At one I had a class in
Oriental languages. At two I exercised the mice in psych
lab. At three I gave the Dean of Women another fencing
lesson. At four I had qualitative analysis. At five I
went clamming. At six I cut meat for the football team.
At seven I ushed at the movies. At eight I had my ears
pierced so that at nine I could tell fortunes in a gypsy
tea room. At ten I had a class in astronomy. At eleven
I tucked in the football team. At twelve I studied and at
three I went to sleep."’
"Sir:" cried R. L., "I am moved and inspired by your
shining example!"
"It was nothing," said the st ranger modestly, shaking
his frail white head. "It was just hard work, and hard
work never hurt anybody."
"Would you mind telling me, sir," said R. I.., "how
old you are now?"
"Twenty-two," said the stranger.
Max Sh.ilrean,
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Golden Raiders Bow to Pioneers

;7’ Flower
Shop

or-

I 0th and
inta Clara
Come In and see us Today
CY 2-0462-10th & Santa Clara

By SAL OR LAN DO
San Jose State’s Homecoming
battle with Denver University
Saturday was supposed to give an
indication of how the Spartans
will fare the rest of the season.
Denver defeated the locals,
35,26, before 14.000 chilled onPage 3 lookers in Spartan Stadium but
there was still some hope remain.ing that SJS is going to give
College of the Pacific its money’s
worth when the two meet this
weekend in Stockton.
The Pioneers rolled up a 2A-7
halftime lead a 1th ridiculous
ease only to has.. the Spartans awake like sleeping giants

oaily Report on Spartan Athletics
SPARTAN DAILY

CAR WASH

Approved Minit-Mon Service
AUTOMATIC CAR WASH CO.
77 S. MONTGOMERY ST.
Open DailySunday A.M.

three times, too. of the touchdowns coming la the last 2:II

Have you tried our
CHEF’S SPECIAL
STEAK DINNER 1.85
,rved at all hours
On Baysisore N. of Julian - CV 3-1142

of the game.

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
Fountain: Breakia,t, Lunch,
Dinner
7th & E. Santa Clara

,

For Dancing and Listening
Dances, Banquets, Weddings,
Exchanges

Norm Rehm

CI 7-3848

Spartan Backers
were given to you
FREE by the
Following
Merchants
Robert Laws
Shank’s Drive-1n
Gene’s Rendezvous
Sam’s Auto Service
Holiday Drivehn
Campus Launderette
McIntyre’s Barbecue Pit
Rosenquist & Kings Shell
Park’s Picture Framing
10th St. Variety Store
Archie’s Steak House
Mac’s Muffler Service
Dicrk’s Donut Shop
San Jose Blue Print
Golfettc
El Patio
Gangi Tile Co.
Crystal Creamery
Art Cleaners
Ray K. Farris, C.L.U.
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COBURN

THE POWER
AND THE PRIZE"
JAMES
CAGNEY

BARBARA
STANWYCK

"THESE WILDER

YEARS"

CALIFORNIA
-BETWEEN
HEAVEN AND HELL"

"REBEL IN TOWN"

TOWNE
Two F as

"SECRETS

OF THE REEF"

"MI HA AROUND
Student Rohs

US"

SARATOGA
"TH1 HARDER THEY PALL"
Humphrey Bogert Rod Steiger
U...0.
(This truth about Flying Saucers)
Shuford Rohs

EL RANCHO
"BANDIDO"
mochum Gilbert Roland
ALSO

SPARTAN GAINERMarvel Pollard (20) breaks up the middle for
a seven-yard gain against Denver University Saturday night in the
ninth annual Homecoming game at Spartan Stadium. Al Chapman
I:1) gets a nice slew of Pollard running away from two would-be
Denver tacklers. Denver’s Ed Stuart (77) giver, chase to Pollard
while Hal Boutte CM comes to aid him. Denver won 35-26.

Spartan Judoists
To Compete in SF
The San Jose State judoists will participate in a promotion tournament in San Francisco on Nov. 18 at the Buddhist Temple.
Participating in the tourney for the Spartans will be Mel Augustine, second degree black belt, Ben Campbell, first degree black, Ro
Waue, second degree black and John Sepulveda, first degree black.
According to coach lush Uchida,
all of the San Jose State judoists
have a good chance of moving up.
Uchida, who developed former
National Champion Lyle Hunt, is
himself a fourth degree black belt
wearer. He is one of the few
Judoists on the West Coast to
After
fighting back to take hold the high honor.
a late third quarter lead, the
In explaining the belt system.
breaks went against the San Jose
State freshman football team Friday at Spartan Stadium as they
lost their final game of tile season, 12-7 to the College of Pacific
Kit tens,
COP and the Sparlahabes battled on even terms in the first
quarter, but the SJS yearlings
were saved by a penalty from
giving up one touchdown.
Norman Bass scored for COP
with three minutes gone in the
second quarter to give the Kittens
a 6-0 halftime lead, Bass ran four
yards to score to cap a 43 yard
drive.
The Spartababe score came late
4101.411 UCHIDA
in the third period after quarter. Judo mentor
back Roger Weiland reeovered. a
MISS fumble on the COP 42, Mike Uchida said that all judoists start
Joces replaced Weiland and after at white belt standing.
seven plays passtd 18 yards to
From there they work their way
end Joe LaBeau for the score.
up through three stages of brown
With the score tied at this point
belt. They are third, second and
Jones crossed up the Kitten de- first,
and
passed
to
halfback
fense
The next step up is to the
Bruno Cabri for the conversion to
black belt clams. Ten elasiwil
give the homebreds a 7-6 lead
running from first degree to
at the end of the third quarter.
tenth degree comprise the classThe winners pushed over the
ification.
winning tally with 10:39 left on
Other judoists that will try to
the score board.
work their way up in the brown
belt class for San Jose State are
Jack Mario, a second degree
brown, and Bob Allen, Jack Norton, Bob Fisher, Sam Statler.
Gerald Fiske and Larry Stuflaton. all third degree hrea .

Freshman Eleven
Suffer 12-7 Loss
To COP Kittens

CuAltomerWanted!
Ito experience
nece.34ary
IVY LEAGUERS
,,tton
5.95

AorilitiATER/46"

PENDLETON SHIRTS
I
11 95 1395

MAKE YOUR OWN

CAR COATS

CHRISTMAS CARDS

16 95

Cl. real Pape;
Silver-fleck Papers
Rice Papers
Colored Charcoal Papers

Pla;n r

or

Knit

HOUR VII?
rMU
Larnbs Wool
VIII

In the dressing room after the
corktest, SJS coach Bob Bronzan
naturally was downhearted and
said: "It was just too little too
late."
He singled out Mel and Art
Powell, Bob Dunivant and Al
Chapman for their fine work. Mel
Powell’s performance was even
more inspiring after considering
that he was not supposed to play
because of an injured knee.
Although disappointed that his
charges failed to hit as hard in
thh game as they did on the practice field during the week, Bronzan said that he has not given up
on them. Denver took the opening
kickoff and marched 73 yards in
10 plays with George Colbert passing to John Wilson for the score
after an Al Yanowich to Wilson
pass and run play for 39 yards
set up the finale.
SJS looked as though it was
going to match the Pioneers
touchdown for touchdown when
it drove to the DU 33 only to have
the Pioneers hold and start a
drive of their own that ended
when Yanowich passed to Ernie
Pitts for 26 yards and another.
touchdown. The 67-yard drive
took nine plays.
With Mary 1WeRean engineering the drive, the Spartans went
66 yards following the kickoff

_Art grististej

James Mason

Si Se. lessad See Jos.

COMPLETE MEN S
FORMAL WEAR

NOW LOCATED

DIABETICS
Pnts I ti.if G.,

AT

CAMPUS SNO-MAN
4th and San Carlos

35 So. 4th

Cr 3-74211

Fall Special for Students
25% Off

to any student on all permanents,
haircuts, and style sets, with their
Student Body Card

ta 051
SALONS OF BEAUTY
59 North First SSt.
257 cSouy
CV 44154
All Dry CleaningLaundry
In by 9 00 -

NO EXTRA COST

*est

Golden

DRY CLEANERS

BACHELOR LAUNDRY SERVICE
25 - 29 SO. THIRD STREET

CYpress 2-1052

,,,g)b Why A Sales Career With UARCO
Incorporated?
4’
BECAUSE UARCO is, a leading supplier of continuous, carbon-interleaved business
forms

products which are essential to the operation and management of all types

of business and industry.
BECAUSE a UARCO sales career is professional selling at it

best. Thoroughly

and install efficient methods of control.

sounding to end the first quarter.

BECAUSE there is no ceiling on your earnings.

Hanel Pollard converted to
leave the Spartans behind, 14-7,
the closest they were to come to
the Pioneer lead until the fading
seconds of the game.

for regular salary and commissions.

own territories, their own accounts, and enjoy a high volume of repeat business.
Travel is at an absolute minimum.

forms experience and

Pacific Tickets

Our compensation plan provides

Our sales representatives are assigned to their

BECAUSE UARCO back its sales reprcsrntativc.

the

with over 60 years of business

Idrgo plants.

Sales office; arc located in

all major citics.

Tickets for Saturday night’s
football clash with traditional
upartmast -Coilege of the l’itrifiC

If this is your kind of

Lancer,

up

for an interview at the Placement Office.

Mr.

John Wimberly, San Front-1’0-x) Di...tikt Soles Manager, will conduct campus inter-

in Stockton are available In the
Graduate Manager’s office. San
Jose State has been alloted
8000 ducats for the contest to
be played In the Pacifle Memorial Stadium. which are located
in two adjoining sections of the

views on Monday, November 5.

stadium nlretching from the
40-yard line to the goal.

KA-LXA Mix
In ’Mural Ball

Let
it
rain!
SISTER,
YOU’RE THE
SKIPPER
IN

A tight battle for second place
in the National League intramural
football standing finds Sigma
Epsilon meeting Kappa TIII1 at
3:50 p.m. today at the Willow
Street Park. Kappa Alpha, still
with hopes of capturing the American League lead meets Lambda
Chi Alpha at the same time and
location, on another field.

’SOU WESTER

LAURA
Read This!
Centennial
LaTorre.

on re’.orve your
Edition
It’s

the

of the
biggest

Matching
U. S. Roynster9
Coot, approx. $5.95,
$1.6.5

and the best yet and features full colored prints.
Reserve your copy in t h e

Take command ofsassy weather tile
an ,.1.1 salt in these saucy Sou’wester
I . S. Laytees. Wear them with the
tl,..hing metal heckles fastened or
11.1planst. Sou’westers pull over shoes
1........402e.i..ils. keep ’ern 1411C1 as a whistle.
awl to clean Sou’ western. just a ape
un.nie arid oot with damp I 1.uh.
They dry for instant wear. Get
Sou’ester U. S. Gaylen Dow.

113.05 to 151.30
N

STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE.

mi. blur.

Iblack or white, edh
corduroy trim.

ED.
IIIIMIOla

Service

Out at 5:00

Watch window for weekly special

Yours truly,

osi ISM efleMese leeelle

St.

call on the owners and managers of business enterprises, assisting ’them to devise

Fins Netheel Charge Plan’

"RIGGER THAN LIFE"

FORMALLY 14 S. Id.

trained to design and sell biriness forms and systems. UARCO sales representatives

run play to set up a 10-yard
scoring pass from McKean to
Jim Riley Just as the gun was

Now you

Envelopes to-match Papers

The
Tuxedo Shop

SUGAR-FREE ICE CREAM

tackle. Terry Schlessler eon.
vrrted the second and fourth
TIEN and Don Colettel the first
and third to give Du a 28-7
halftime lead.
Late in the third period, the
Spartans started to snap out of it
and drove 75 yards in 14 plays
with Chapman turning left end
for the last three yards. McKean’s
pitches to the two Powells sparked the drive.
Gupton scored his third touchdown, the Pioneers’ final one,
ending a 63 yard drive by going
over the middle for the final three
yards. Griebti kicked the PAT.
With most of the regulars
watching from the sidelines, the
Golden Haider reserves got !US
two touchdowns in quick order.
Dick Vermiel and Riley teamed
for a 31-yard pass and run play
for one tally. The drive covered
51 yards.
San Jose used the onside kick
play to regain the ball and ’,Ter-

to score. McKean and Dunivant
combined on a 22-yard pass and

Patronize Your
Advertisers

midl flipped au II .ƒ..tid scoring
pass to Art Powell and kicked
the point after.
The OtISIIIV. routine worked
again but Veitniel’s pass was intercepted as the gun sounded.

Gunton going the laM nine off

In the second half and tally

HAVENLY FOODS

The Continentals
Quintet

Derivcr picked up t V, 0 niure
touchdowns in the second period. Dick Gupton climaxed a 63yard drive in nine plays by going
over from the four.
The Spartans just were making
an attempt to get a drive going
after the kickoff when Pollard
fumbled and Bob Huber recovered
for the Pioneers who gained the
ball for the fourth time during the
game and promptly started a drive
for their fourth touchdown.
This time it took them only
ave plays to go 88 yards with

ftIPOlitIFft
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SAVE WITH US

Reed Workers 30 Club Elects
Are Needed
Four Officers

Students interested us workmg on the Reed staff next semester should contact Robert H.
Woodward, instructor in English
Spartan Shields; and John Kepzind adviser to the magazine. in
linger, Sigma Delta Chi.
1116, or Mrs. Patty Gerblick, EngThe slaters of Kappa Kappa
lish Department, in 1126, this seGamma sorority are &awning

and, Remember
Dry Cleaning

As Student Chairman of Prop.
I would like to take this op0.,irtunity to thank all the people
.i..sponsible for the work on campus in behalf of Prop. 3.
a sate of thanks for their work
Our bumper strips were applied on the Homecoming float for
Prop. S.
IT the Spartan Shields and other
I’d like to thank Ray Freeman
,-..impus organizations and in most
..ises the students left them on. for his work on the television
Posters on Prop. 3 were dis- panel in San Francisco; the student council for declaring this
tributed by ’1Viles Sad
It and
past week "Yes on 3 Week;" and
some of his fraternity brother*
finally my own committee, Wiley
to all downtown merchant.. We
Schmidt, Curtis Loft and Blanche
revels ed wonderful cooperation
Fritzen. Everyone has 410ne a wonfrom all the merchants.
I’d like to thank the SPARTAN derful job. Now let’s all get out
DAILY on the wonderful cover- and vote.
Bob Hosfeldt
Age we have received and the
Student Chairman,
photographers for the time they
Prop. 3
have given to the cause.

Rough Dry Laundry
Complete Laundry
Service
CY4-2420

SAN JOSE
LAUNDERETTE
TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Low . . . Low . . .
STUDENT RATES

All campus organizations really
.,.ame through and I’d like to give
,pecial thanks to Corinne Borello,
Alpha Omicron Pi; Don Nelson,
Delta Upsilon; Ann Becklund. Delta Zeta; Jolly Ann Hosperg, Gamma Phi Beta; Jery Siebus, Kappa
Alpha; Blanche Fritzen, Kappa
Kappa Gamma; Thomas Slatten,
Lambda Chi Alpha; Dick Larson.
Phi Sigma Kappa; Lorrie Charn
strom, Sigma Kappa: Dave DeFehr. Theta Chi: Curtis Luft,

1 Month 55.00
3 Months 512.00
Late Model Underwoods,
Royals, etc.
FREE DELIVERY
AND PICK-UP IN
SAN JOSE AREA

ROBERTS
TYPEWRITER CO.

Psi (Ili Installs
New Fall Officers

The Underwood Agency
156 W. SAN FERNANDO
(Beiween Market

1956 1

Student Chief of Prop. 3
Praises Group Efforts

say

463 S. 2nd

November

Almaden)

MeSter.

Reed is the ebIlege’s literary
magazine and is published in the
Spring semester. Contributions to
the magazine are accepted from
the general student body.
Artists are also needed on the
staff for poster making and

Now is the im. to think of
your MOTHER’S Christmas Presents!
Ley Away an Antique.
She’ll Love You For It.

INDIANA ANTIQUES

Peters, vice president
Frances
Stuart, secretary; and Bunny Robinson, treasurer.
The members are planning a
coffee hour Wednesday from 2-4
p.m. in the journalism library.
The group will meet Thursday
night at 730 o’clock in J101 to
sign up for La Torre pictures.

FREE GAS
5‘ off
Per Gallon
You Save 20%
Drive In and buy 5, 10 or 15 gal.
Ions of gas at regular prices and
get I, 2 or 3 gallons absolutely
FREE for each 5 purchased.

NEW BLOSSOM GRILL

89 E. San Fernando St.
Oci.ri 6 a re.-8
Ss,

250 W. Santa Clara St.
OFen 6 an.- 12,30 pen. Mon -Sat.

I

f

ribralASSI

I- OH KENT
Vacancy International House.
596 S. 10th St.
Priv. Furn room for 2 college
boys. $48 a mo. 550 S. 11th St.,
S.J. Call CY 7-1390.
Duchess Hall. 1 Vacancy. 2 blks.
to college. 106 N. 5th St. CY 32216.
Furnished rooms. $10-$15 per
month. Kitchen. Male students.
No drinking or smoking. CY 3308.
WANTED
Music majors: Piano students
needed for part time job. Delk;
1171 Canyon Ins. Drive. Niles.
Expert typist wants all kinds of
typing. Call CY 2-0772. 487 N. 2nd
St.
FOR SALE
Chry. AVdsr. Dix. Any reivi.
offer. 347 S. 6th. CY 5-5504.

SPECIAL S7OCA7/K OfFEP

PAIRS
2 PARE ,

Serving San Jose

ADVERTISEMENT

With Your

for over 30 years
ADVERTISEMENT

ADVERTISEMENT

ADVERTISEMENT

I began by calling on S. I. Turoff. California’s leading scalp specialist. "I’m glad
you are writing this article’’, Mr. Turoff
told Inc. "It LS really surprising how few
people know that many. many phases of
baldness can be stopped and hair thickened
where roots are still alive".

"There are definite warnings," he told me,
-and everyone can recognize them. Dandruff means there are bacteria at work. If
they are not removed, they choke off the
hair roots. a bald patch soon appears. and
gradually spreads till you are completely
bald. The same is true of excess falling hate
and itchy scalp. In fact, anything but a
healthy. good-lciolong head of hair means

Main Causes of Baldness

something is wrong and you may be un the
way to baldness.-

He began by explaining that baldness is not
"just part of growing old"there are actual
causes and definite symptoms. "A run-down
physical condition or actual illness will often
cause baldness," he said. But by far the
Commonest cause is incorrect care of the
hair and scalp. Falling hair, dandruff. itchy
scalpthose are all nature’s signals that
we are not taking proper care of our hair.
If people only understood how hair grows
there would be much less baldness today".

WHAT IS HAIR?
"Keep your hair by understanding how it grows," says S. I. Turoff,
fornia’s leading scalp specialist and Director of the eight Califurnia offices of
the Turoff flair and Scalp Experts. Mr. Turoff uses a greatly enlarged drawing of the halr and scalp to show I
remarkable new methoda used in Turoff offices help stop baldness and re-grow healthy hair. I’d like to invite
everyone with a hair and scalp problem to come to the nearest Turoff office
for a free examination and sperial demonstration all next weekThere Is
no obligation. Offices are open II a.m. to 8 p.m. weekday% and to a.m. to
3 p.m. Saturdays. Our San Jose office is at 45 N. let St. Suite 129.

EXCLUSIVE TREATMENTS
RESTORE HEALTHY HAIR
When I called on specialist S. I. Turoff in his Sar Jose offices, 45 N. 1st -Suite 129, he mentioned that the best way to find out how the remarkable
Turoff treatments restored hair to health, was to experience one. It began
with a very careful and thorough examination of my scalp under a microscope. As soon as my particular condition was determined. they continued
with the various steps of the treatment. I was very impressed with the obvious skill and know-how displayed by Mr. Turoff and his trained assistants.
Various phases of physical, chemic4 and electrical therapy are used in each
treatment. After my treatment I was surprised at how pleasantly alive rind
refreshed my scalp felt. Small wonder the Turoff organization is California’s
leading experts, with 8 busy offices.
Since your scalp. like your fingerprint. is not the same as anybody
else’s, the examination must conic
first. These are the questions most
people want information about:

1,How often Nhould you wash hair?

2Which kind of shampoo is best’
3I brushing necessary? Desirable.’
4What can be done about oily
5scahipat?
W
about dry scalp?
6Are "tonics.’ and dressings

7 he
7Does
Dol re "lit? help to cut hair short’?
8When Is dandruff dangerous?
9Can your hair be thickened?
10What 19 a scalp treatmenlike

Na

State

ASB CARD

1 Hr. Service

What causes baldness? Is it inherited? What can be done to stop baldness
and re-grow hair? These are questions many people ask every day because
they want to prevent baldnessor they want to get back the hair they have
already lost. My assignment was to find out how much is known about
baldness and what can be done about ittoday!

DLNISE HOSIERY .s.. BOX 227, READING, PA.
Please send me two pairs and two spares of Denise Hosiery:
Era this I am era losing $2 00.f

City

15%
DISCOUNT

By Frank Willitts

Two Pair You Get Two Spares ..

Size

SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS

Don’t Add to the Millions
of Bald Americans, Expert Urges

Here’s a rare opportunity to get real long-tai.57
of fine
nskin hosiery for Ls, len thAn you ever imaspned’ A regular $1 25
vdue for only $1.00plus a spare. When you buy this package of
two pairs and two spares, you are actually gettrng three pairs of finel
nylob lune. Take adsantage of this offer NOW.. Clip and mail the.
coupon be/ow for fast delivery.

Lent,

Business Sheer
Dress She,* 0
D Berge 0 Toupe

398 E. Santa Clara

Now-you can win the fight against baldness

V.- That’s Right Ladies! With EveryFINE,

Address

ART CLEANERS

SPECIALTY

Card Stunts Committee will
meet Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the
Dugout to complete stunts for
the COP game.
will meet tonight at 7 o’clock in
the Student Union. Jim Montgomery will be guest speaker.
Mel will meet tonight at 8
o’clock in the Student Y. A film,
"World’s Greatest Religions", will
be shown.
Iota Delta Phi will meet Thursday at 8 p.m. at the home of Dr.
Gregory. Members wishing transportation are asked to meet at
7:30 p.m. in front of the Catholic
Women’s Center.
Kappa Phi will hold a cabinet
meeting tonight at 7 ’O’clock at
the First Methodist Church.
Ski Club will discuss final plans
for an ice skating trip aela meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in S112.
Sociology Club has cancelled a
social meeting, originally scheduled for tonight.
CM PI Sigma will meet tonight
at 7:30 o’clock. D. 0. Demers will
speak after pledging ceremonies
San Jose Players have called a
special meeting for today at 4
p.m. in SD115. All Players are
urged to attend.

by

OUR

Collegiate Christian Fellowship

.

WORK OF ART

Special Breakfast
Comp/e/e Dinners
Sandwich Lunch
With Salad 47c

aleetineA,

20% OFF ON ALL OILS
20% STATION
4th & William St’.

Do it now!! Call or see

Newest and Most Modern in San Jose
LYMBERIS CAFETERIA

;), for Farmer’s Auto Insurance you
510 to $trp or rncre and have the
possible.
fl’Ft
6,c1
Y

Vernon R. Anderson
345 So. 9th St.
CY 2-6423

IPATRONIZE YOUR
ADVERTISERS

New officers of Psi Chi, honorary psychology organization.
were installed officially yesterday at the home of presidentelect Colette Tessier, reported
Don Staight. publicity chairman.
Elected Friday evening at the
home of Dr. Thomas E. Parker,
assistant professor of psychology,
were officers Jean MacMillan,
vice-president; Vivian Jacobson.
secretary-treasurer; Richard Wilburn, activities chairman; Barbara
Noble, corresponding secretary;
and Staight, publicity chairman.

CY 2-4842

Yes, if you ocan save frr-1
best protection
Call CY 2 6423
under ne

New officers of -30" Club are
Pati Baratini, president; Marilyn

Woodward said.

398 S. Fourth St.

ADVERTISEMENT

Auto Owners! Save $10 to $60
by making ONE telephone call!!

Trained Technicians Administer All
Phases of theluroff Treatment ender
Careful Supervision at a Specialist.

Take this list along with you tomorrow to see Turoff flair and Scalp

Specialists.

Your hair begins in a hair root under the
scalp. This root is connected to a papilla

WHAT CAN BE
DONE TODAY?
Next I axked Mr. Turoff what I could do
if 1 had already begun to he bald. Could
I stop it from spreading? What about thin
areas, could they be filled in? Mr. Turoff
said -it does not matter what stage the hair
loss is in, providing the roots are not dead,
hair can definitely be thickened with proper
treatment. Of course it takes an examination to determine exactly how much improvement can be made in each individual
case, but I want to say thisThe Turoff
methods have proved no satisfactory with
the many thousands of people we have
treated that we have become California’s

which furnishes the nourishment for healthy
hair growth. If anything happens to this
papilla, the hair root stops getting its nourishment and that hair falls out without being leading
hair and scalp organization.
replaced by a new hair. Bacterial infection Much of this is due to the
tremendous

and vitamin or mineral deficiency are just
two of the things that can start baldness."
As baldness progresses, the scalp. hair follicles, blood vessels and nerves shrink till hair
can’t grow. Turoff treatments help restore
all of them to normal so that healthy hair

number of clients that are recommended
to us by other satisfied clients." I thanked
Mr. Turoff for the interview, and as we
shook hands, he said, "I sincerely hope this
message, will get across to the many, many
people who right now face a future with
starts to grow again.
baldness just around the corner. Take lust
15 minutes of your time to see a Turoff
WHAT ARE THE
specialist, FREE. That 15 minutes may
help you avoid a lifetime of real regret. howDANGER SIGNS?
ever, the time for action is now. the longer
Now that Mr. Turoff had explained to me one
waits, the more difficult it becomes to
how the hair grows and what can keep it overcome a balding
condition."
from growing, I asked him how I could
tell if I was beginning to go bald.

8 Turoff offices serve California.
Hours: Daily 11 am-8 pm Sat. 10 am-) pm

SPECIAL! NEXT 6
DAYS. PERSONAL SCALP
ANALYSIS
FREE!
If you have any kind of a scalp
problem, be sure to visit the nearest Turoff office in the next 6
days. All our offices are especially
geared those 6 days to give you
the most thorough scalp examination you have ever experienced. If
we can help you, you will be
,hown why in common sense language. Prove it to yourself. Dop’t
waitBahlness doesn’t. There is
tin obligation of any kind for the
free examination I

Turoff is California’s leading scalp
organization with offices in
Son Jose: 45 North First Street.
Suite 129 _ _
San Francisco: 821 Mkt. St. .
San Mateo: 122 Second Avenue
Oakland: 1624 Franklin Street
Berkeley: 2171 Shattuck Avenue
I.os Angeles: 610 South Broadway
Hollywood: 5371 Wilshire Blvd.
Fresno: 228 Patterson Building
ONE HOUR

FREE PARKING
TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
SAN JOSE MUNICIPAL PARKING LOT
(Market Street)

San jose. San Mateo, Berkeley and !lollywood offices closed Wednesdays.
Visit your nearest 017C during this special
demonstration week.

